
KS3 Spanish SoW- Zoom 1 & 2 - OVERVIEW 

 
 

Halfterm Topic  Grammar Skills 

7.1 ¡vamos! Zoom 1 Starter unit 
Pronunciation, greetings, classroom lang 
Me presento! Zoom 1 Unit 0 
Likes,  numbers 1-100, familia, age, alphabet   

What is a verb / noun etc 
Personal pronouns 
Definite / indefinite articles 
Tener / Ser 
Hay 

Recording vocab 
Phonics 
Memorising vocab 

7.2 Me describo Zoom 1 Unit 1a 
Dates and birthdays, Pets, Colours 
Languages and nationalities 
Describe yourself and others (physical & 
personality) 

Posessive adjectives 
Adjectival endings 
Present tense regular verbs (explicit) 
Quantifiers 

When to use capital letters / not 
Connectives 
 

7.3 El insti Zoom 1 Unit 1B 
School subjects and opinions 
Tell the time, Describe timetable, 
Describe my school, Describe uniform and 
give opinion 

Regular verbs 
Adjectival agreements  

Cognates 
Opinions 
Develop ways of learning vocab 
Where to put the emphasis in spoken 
Spanish 

7.4 Mi semana Zoom 1 Unit 2A 
El tiempo, tiempo libre, daily routine  

Radical changing verbs 
Hacer, gustar, reflexive verbs sequencers 
IR 

Add interest and cohesion with sequencers 

7.5 Donde vivo yo Zoom 1 Unit2B 
Say where I live talk about what there is to 
do in town, directions list rooms in house, 
describe bedroom 

Ser and Estar 
Ordinal numbers 
Adverbs of frequency 
Simple imperatives 
Prepositions 

Pronunciation of cognates 
Work out gender of new words 
Spanish addresses 

7.6 Me gusta comer Zoom 1 Unit 3A 
Difference between British and Spanish 
mealtimes, healthy and unhealthy food, say 
what I like to eat, order food in café, 
complain in restaurant, food in different 
countries 

Más que, menos que, tengo hambre, tengo 
sed, tú & usted 

Role play 
Different cultures 
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Halfterm Topic  Grammar Skills 

8.1 Las Vacaciones Zoom 1 Unit 3B 
Transport, Accomodation, facilities, hotel 
reservations, book holiday / campsite 
Talk about holiday activities 

Immediate future 
Comparisons 
Adverbs 
Informal / formal language 

Create a dialogue from a model 
Extending sentences 
Speaking fluently 

8.2 ¿Lo pasaste bien? Zoom 1 Unit 4A 
Saying what can / can’t be done in region, 
Talking about a holiday in the past, past 
tense weather past activities, give views on 
past holiday, practise language for buying 
souvenirs 

Se puede 
Preterite tense of regular verbs + irregular 
verbs 

Avoid repetition 
Writing about someone else 
Increasing level of work 
Time markers 
Spanish accents 

8.3 La vida tecno Zoom 1 Unit 4B 
Media based activities, what you like to 
watch on TV, types of films + opinions, past 
tense description of film, advantages and 
disadvantages of different media 

Tenses: present, past and future 
Gustar, lo Bueno, lo malo, irregular verbs in 
preterite 

Present and defend point of view 
Remembering irregular verbs 
Asking questions 

8.4 Conocer personas nuevas Zoom 2 Unit 0 
Meet and greet, talk about a journey, say 
how you feel, how you get on with friends / 
family, accept and refuse invites, buy 
cinema tickets, make excuses  

Imperfect tense 
SER /ESTAR explicit 
Reflexive verbs 
Personal a, conmigo, contigo etc 
Revise near future 

Informal and formal language 
Transactional language 
False friends 
 

8.5 Hospederse and España Zoom 2 Unit 1A 
Differences in daily routine 
Helping around the house 
Cultural differences: mealtimes 
Where you live and what there is  

Soler 
Adverbs of frequency 
Present continuous 
Tener que / deber 
Radical changing verbs 
Quantities and higher numbers 

Verb patterns 
Writing descriptions 

8.6 La moda Zoom 2 Unit 1B 
Clothes + opinions  
Different styles and eras of fashion 
Trying on clothes, sizes and discussing fit 
Types of shop 

Imperfect tense 
Demonstrative adjectives 
Comparatives / superlatives 
 

Spanish clothes sizes 
Transactional role play language 
Transferring language 
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9.1 El ocio Zoom 2 Unit 2A 
Freetime activities, what music you like and 
why, going shopping, going on holiday, 
describing an event in the past, talking 
about what you did when you were younger 

Gustar + similar verbs 
DOP 
Expressions of quantity /size 
Ordinal numbers 
Opinions in the past 
Using both past tenses together 

Justifying opinions 
Summarising 
Intonation in questions 

9.2 ¡Ven a Madrid! Zoom 2 Unit 2B 
Transport and travelling around Madrid 
Planning visits to places in Madird 
Buying tickets 
Talking about a day out in the past 
Simple directions and types of shop 

Preposition a + el = al 
Relative pronouns que and lo que 
Asking questions 
Preterite 
Connectives 
Simple imperatives 

Reading for information 
Achieving a higher level 
Improving your work 

9.3 Bienestar Zoom 2 Unit 3A 
Healthy lifestyle and healthy body 
Ilnesses and injuries  
At the chemists 
Sport and sporting accidents 

Question Words 
Frequency words 
Deber / hay que / tener que / necesitar 
Doler 
Impersonal se, imperfect and preterite 

Practising memorising skills  
Adapting previously learnt language to new 
contexts 

9.4 Mi future Zoom 2 Unit 3B 
Discussing the future 
Future careers and dream jobs 
Pocket money and how you earn it 
Future education options and dream jobs 

Future tense 
Future tense vs immediate future 
Me gustaría ser, espero ser, quiero ser 
Conditional 
Variety of tenses 

Comparing British and Spanish schools 
Piece of extended writing 
Checking work critically 
Pronunciation accents 

9.5 Mi mundo Zoom 2 Unit 4A  
Describing environmental problems and 
their causes and what we can do to help 
environment. 
Talking about what you are allowed to do at 
home 

Very large numbers 
Se puede, se debe, hay que, tener que 
Negatives 
Frequency expressions 
Me permiten / puedo 

Writing a formal letter 
 

9.6 ¡Aqui se habla español! Zoom 2 Unit 4B 
Countries of Latin America 
Spanish speaking people 

Comparatives,Adjectives 
Idiomatic use of tener 
Soler + adjective 

Remembering about false friends 
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